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Abstract: In this paper, an finite-time synchronization controller is proposed for thegeneral chaos model. Compared to other results,
the controller designed is simpler and independent on the nonlinear function of chaos system. So the finite-time control scheme can be
used in a wide range of chaos system. The simulation results are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the finite-time controller and the
applicability to security communication system of this synchronization scheme.
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1 Introduction

Chaos synchronization has been a focused research topic
during the last decade due to its theoretical and practical
applications especially in security communication. Many
schemes and techniques for controlling chaos
synchronization such as adaptive feedback control [1–4],
state feedback control [5, 6] and observer-based
approach [7] etc have been developed. Furthermore, some
attractive results of synchronization and applications in
secure communication for a class of chaotic systems have
been reported [1–16].

Based on the above results, a large number of chaos
synchronization schemes are aimed at asymptotical
stability of error synchronization dynamics. From the
practical point of view, however, it is more valuable that
the synchronization objective is realized in a finite time.
Especially in secure communication systems for instance,
the range of time during which chaotic systems are out of
synchrony is equivalent to the range of time in which the
encoded message/data cannot be recovered or sent.
Therefore, the synchronization time optimization is
essential for satisfying the requirement of communication
and this could be done by means of finite-time control-a
very promising technique by which we can decide the
settling time flexibly. Some authors have investigated
chaos synchronization based on finite-time
recently [8–16]. However, most of the reported works are
more specific to some systems, such as Lorenz system

and Chua system. There are some limitations for these
contributions to be applied to the other systems except the
one studied. The other problem for some works is the
complex controller design. Some controllers proposed
contain all or parts of the nonlinear function, and then the
closed-loop error system can be deduced to linear system.
This method will reduce the difficulties of mathematical
proof, meanwhile make the controller too complex
compared to systems being controlled. These approaches
are usually difficult to implement in experiments when
possible.

Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, a
simple synchronization controller is proposed for
realizing synchronization in finite time based on the
general chaos system. The structure of the controller is
independent on the chaos system, so it can be
implemented in many chaos systems. The numerical
simulations are given to illustrate the effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the finite-time controller is designed to guarantee the
stability of the error system. In Section 3, the simulation
example is given to illustrate the applicability for security
communication of the proposed approach. A conclusion is
drawn in the last section.

Notations:I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate
dimensions.‖x(t)‖ means the Euclidean vector norm at

time t, while ‖x(t)‖2 :=
√

∫ ∞
0 ‖x(t)‖2dt. sgn(·) is denoted
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as sign function. diag(· · ·) represents a block-diagonal
matrix.

2 The Main Results

Consider the following master-slave synchronization
system

M : ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+ f (x(t))
S : ẏ(t) = Ay(t)+ f (y(t))+u(t) (1)

where M and S denote the master system and slave
system with the state vectorsx(t) ∈ Rn and y(t) ∈ Rn

respectively.A is the constant matrix with appropriate
dimensions.u(t) = (u1(t), · · · ,un(t)) is the finite-time
controller to be designed.

Defining e(t) = y(t)− x(t), then we have the error
dynamic system as follows

ė(t) = Ae(t)+ f (y(t))− f (x(t))+u(t) (2)

The controlleru(t) is proposed as:

ui(t) =−k |ei(t)|
α sgn(ei(t)) (3)

where constantk is the controller gain and the constant
α ∈ (0,1).

Fact 1 According to the features of chaos system,
each state of chaos system ˙x(t) = f (x(t)) is bounded,
furthermore the error of any two states is bounded too.

From Fact 1 we can get the conclusion that there exists
a constantM ≥ 0, such that the state of error system (2)
satisfies‖e‖2 ≤ M.

Assumption 1 The nonlinear functionf : Rn → Rn in
(1) satisfies the following Lipschitz condition:

‖ f (x1)− f (x2)‖ ≤ γ ‖x1− x2‖

whereγ is a positive scalar.
Lemma 1 Supposea1,a2, · · · ,an and 0< q < 2 are all

real numbers, then the following inequality holds:

|a1|
q + |a2|

q + · · ·+ |an|
q ≥

(

a2
1+a2

2+ · · ·+a2
n

)q/2
. (4)

Lemma 2[15] Consider the system

ẋ(t) = f (x(t)), f (0) = 0,x ∈ Rn (5)

where f : D → Rn is continuous on an open neighborhood
D ⊂ Rn. Suppose there exists a continuous differential
positive-definite functionV (x(t)) : D → R, real numbers
p > 0, 0< η < 1, such that

V̇ (x(t))+ pV η(x(t))≤ 0, ∀x(t)⊂ D (6)

Then, the origin of system (5) is a locally finite-time
stable equilibrium, and the settling time, depending on the
initial statex(0) = x0, satisfies

T1 ≤
V 1−η(x0)

p(1−η)
(7)

In addition, if D = Rn and V (x(t)) is also radially
unbounded (i.e.V (x(t)) → ∞ as x(t) → ∞), then the
origin is a globally finite-time stable equilibrium of
system (5).

Theorem 1. The error system (2) can achieve stability
(i.e. the synchronization of the master and slave system (1)
is achieved) in finite timeT1 by the controller (3), if there

exists constantk ≥ (d +λM
1−α

2 )
/

2> 0, the settling time

T1 is determined by

T1 ≤
2(V (e0))

1−α
2

d(1−α)
. (8)

whereλ = max{0,λmax}, in which λmax is the maximum
eigenvalue of 2(A+γI) andγ is Lipschitz constant off (·),
constantd > 0, α ∈ (0,1) andM ≥ 0 such that‖e‖2 ≤ M.

Proof: Construct a Lyapunov function candidate as

V (e) = (e2
1+ e2

2+ ...+ e2
n) (9)

Taking the time derivative ofV (t) and substituting (2)
and (3) intoV̇ (t) yield

V̇ (e) = 2(ė1e1+ ė2e2+ ...ėnen)

= 2eTAe+2
n

∑
i=1

( fi(y)− fi(x)+ui) · ei

≤ 2eTAe+2
n

∑
i=1

‖ fi(y)− fi(x)‖ · ‖ei‖)

−2k
n

∑
i=1

|ei|
α+1,

by virtue of Assumption 1, we have

V̇ (e)≤ 2eTAe+2eTγe−2k
n
∑

i=1
|ei|

α+1

= 2eTA + γIe−2k
n
∑

i=1
(|ei|

2)
α+1

2

≤ λmaxeTe−2k
n
∑

i=1
(|ei|

2)
α+1

2 ,

Due to the fact 0.5< α+1
2 < 1 and Lemma 1, we get

V̇ (e) ≤ λmaxe
Te−2k(V (e))

α+1
2

=−(2k−λmax(V (e))
1−α

2 )(V (e))
α+1

2 ,

By Theorem 1, we can getk ≥ (d +λM
1−α

2 )
/

2 > 0,

then

V̇ (e)≤−(d+λM
1−α

2 −λmax(V (e))
1−α

2 )(V (e))
α+1

2 (10)

Next, we will discuss the value oḟV (e) according to
λmax. There are two possibilities forλmax:
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(1) Whenλmax ≤ 0, thenλ = 0 due to the fact that
λ = max{0,λmax}, it yeilds

V̇ (e) ≤ −(d −λmax(V (e))
1−α

2 )(V (e))
α+1

2

≤−d(V (e))
α+1

2 ,

(2) Whenλmax> 0, thenλ = λmax, one can get

V̇ (e)≤−(d +λmax(M
1−α

2 − (V (e))
1−α

2 ))(V (e))
α+1

2

According to Fact 1, we have the following inequality

V (e) =
n
∑

i=1
e2

i = ‖e‖2 ≤ M, it yields

V̇ (e)≤−d(V (e))
α+1

2 (11)

Therefore, no matter what the value ofλmax is, we can
conclude thaṫV (e) ≤ −d(V (e))

α+1
2 , in which d > 0, α ∈

(0,1). According to Lemma 2, we can get the conclusion
that the error dynamic can achieve stability in finite time

and the settling timeT1 ≤ 2(V (e0))
1−α

2

/

d(1−α). Hence

the chaos system (2) can synchronize before timeT1. This
completes the proof.

3 Numerical Simulation

In this section, the following Lorenz systems are
considered as master and slave system for the security
communication scheme based on chaos masking scheme.

Master system:







ẋ1 = a(x2− x1)
ẋ2 = cx1− x2− x1x3
ẋ3 = x1x2−bx3

Slave system:







ẏ1 = a(y2− y1)+u1
ẏ2 = cy1− y2− y1y3+u2
ẏ3 = y1y2−by3+u3

wherea = 10, b = 8/3, c = 28. We set the initial value
for both chaos systems as(x1(0),x2(0),x3(0)) = (1,2,0)
and(y1(0),y2(0),y3(0)) = (0,1,2), then the initial value of
error system is(e1(0),e2(0),e3(0)) = (-1,-1,2).

As is shown in Figure 1 and 2, the three states of
Lorenz system are bounded independent on the initial
value, i.e. x(t) ∈ (−20,20), y(t) ∈ (−30,30),
z(t) ∈ (0,50), so are the error state values. Due to Fact 1
‖e‖2 ≤ M, we choseM = 7700 for Lorenz system. The
Lipschitz constant is calculated asγ = 65.

Then we can getλmax = 147 by calculating the
maximum eigenvalue of 2(A + γI). Hence, the range of
the controller gain isk ≥ 182, we chosek = 185 for
simulation. Meanwhile, we set the parametersd = 4 and
α = 0.8, by Theorem 1 the settling time is calculated as
T1 ≤ 2.99s. Figure 3 shows that the states of error
dynamic can regulate to zero in short time, less than the
settling timeT1. This implies that the master and slave
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Fig. 1: The three state trajectories of Lorenz system
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Fig. 2: The chaotic attractors of Lorenz system
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Fig. 3: The state trajectories of error system
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chaos systems can synchronize by the finite-time control
scheme proposed very quickly.

The initial Sine wave signal can be masked well by the
master system shown in Figure 4, the transmitted signal
looks like noise signal and impossibly attracts attention of
intruder. The recovered signal is shown in the bottom half
of Figure 5, which is almost the same as the initial Sine
wave signal shown in the top half of the same Figure.
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Fig. 4: The transmitted/masked signal
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Fig. 5: The Sine signal (initial signal is in the top half;
recovered signal is in the bottom half)

So the security communication scheme based on
chaos synchronization can not only protect the message
from attacking by the intruder but provide a good way to
recover the useful signal by the receiver.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, control theory is used to formalize
finite-time chaos synchronization controller. The stability
criteria is presented for error system based on Lyapunov
method. Compared to other results, the proposed
controller is simpler. The numerical simulation results for
Lorenz system show the effectiveness of our finite-time
control scheme and its applicability to security
communication system. The scheme provides a safe way
to mask useful information carrying signal.
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